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SUMMARY

The ori sequences of the mitochondrial genomes of 20 wild-type strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were
compared with those of the previously studied strain A (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984). The seven canonical ori
sequences of this strain appear to be present in all strains tested, but in most strains on’1 is replaced by an
extensively rearranged on’1 * sequence, and an additional ori sequence, ori8, is present between the oxi and
the 15s RNA genes; one strain, B, lacks ori4. The location and orientation of ori sequences of three strains,
B, C and K, were found to be the same as in strain A. The primary structures of four ori sequences from three
different strains (oril of strain J69-lB, ori and ori of strain K, ori of strain D273-10B) were found to be
identical with the corresponding ori sequences previously investigated. Hybridization experiments with different
on’probes indicated a conservation of ori2-on7 sequences in all strains tested. The primary structure of a petite
genome derived from strain B and carrying on’1 * is reported and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984)
we have described the structure, the location and the
orientation on the mitochondrial genome map of the
seven ori sequences present in a wild-type strain A
of S. cerevisiae. These properties cannot be simply
extrapolated to other wild-type strains of yeast for
two reasons. First of all, it is well established that the
mitochondrial genome of wild-type yeast cells exhibits a great polymorphism because of recombinational events (Bernardi et al., 1975; Prune11 et al.,
1977; Fonty et al., 1978) which may lead to the
Abbreviations:

bp, base pairs; nt, nucleotide;

ORF, open reading

frame.
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absence of long DNA stretches in some strains; such
deletions may concern not only intervening sequences of some mitochondrial genes (Sanders et al.,
1977) and intergenic sequences (Cobon et al., 1982),
but also ori sequences (see below). Secondly, other
mitochondrial genomes have only two ori sequences,
each one of which is used for the unidirectional
replication of one DNA strand (see Clayton, 1982,
for a review). The questions may therefore be raised
whether all seven canonical ori sequences found in
strain A are conserved in structure, location and
orientation in other yeast strains, whether some of
them are absent, or some additional ones are present.
More specifically, we know that three of the seven
canonical ori sequences of strain A are transcriptionally and replicationally inactive because of the
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insertion of a G + C-rich cluster, 7, (Baldacci and
Bernardi, 1982; G + C-rich clusters will be called
GC clusters henceforth). One may, therefore, wonder
whether such inactive ori sequences are conserved in
all wild-type strains, and whether inactivation concerns the same on’ sequences in other strains.
Here, we present a comparative study of ori
sequences in 20 different yeast strains. The strains
studied in more detail were the wild-type strains B,
K and C. Their choice was due to the following
reasons. Strain B, a strain used in past investigations
by our laboratory, was chosen because preliminary
results had indicated the absence of one on’ sequence
in its mitochondrial genome. Strain K (our singlecapital-letter notation standing for KL14-4A) was

chosen because reports from another laboratory had
indicated the presence of only three functional on’
sequences in its genome (Blanc and Dujon, 1981).
Finally, strain C (S. carlsbergensis NCYC74S) was
chosen because it was the laboratory strain genetically most remote from the other three. Incidentally,
this strain can be crossed with other S. cerevisiae
strains; its name is, therefore, misleading. Less
detailed studies were carried out on 17 additional
wild-type strains to help put the results into perspective.

TABLE

The wild-type S. cerevisiae strains mainly used
were: D 243-2B-Rl and C-982-19d (Bemardi et al.,
1970), KL14-4A (Wolf et al., 1973; Sanders et al.,
1977), and S. carlsbergensis strain NCYC74S (Prunell et al., 1977; Sanders et al., 1977). As in our
previous papers, we will use a single-capital-letter
notation, A, B, K and C, respectively, to indicate
these strains. 17 additional wild-type strains were
studied in some experiments (see Table I for a list of
the strains used in the present work). Growth media
and culture conditions were described by FaugeronFonty et al. (1979).
The methods used in the preparation and study of
mitochondrial DNA were given in the preceding
paper (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984). Conditions used
in some experiments are given in figure legends.
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c.

of ori sequences

in

The number and the identity of ori sequences in the
mitochondrial genomes of 20 wild-type yeast strains
were assessed by studying the hybridization patterns
obtained with different ori probes (namely, petite
genomes carrying different on’ sequences) on HaeIII
digests of mitochondrial DNAs. This experimental
approach was based on previous work (deZamaroczy
et al., 1984) which had indicated that the seven
ori sequences of strain A were carried by HaeIII
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Fig. 1. Hybridization of& probes with Hue111fragments from mitochondrial DNAs of wild-type strains A, B, C, K. (a) Electrophoretic pattern on 2% agarose gel ofHaeIII digests stained
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the ori sequences already studied in strain A. It
should be noted, however: (i) that the ori probe
exhibited a different hybridization behavior on on’1
sequences from dilferent strains; in the case of
strains A and 777-3A hybridization was absent
(Fig. 1; see also Fig. 2 in de Zamaroczy et al., 1984)
or weak (Fig. 2) according to the experimental
conditions used; in contrast a positive hybridization
was found in all other strains; this finding points to
differences (studied here; see sections c-e) in the oril
sequences of different strains; (ii) that an additional
ori sequence, ori8, was present in all strains studied,
with the apparent exception of strains A, K, 777-3A
and M12; this on’ sequence was further studied in
this work (see sections b and f); (iii) that the HincII
site preceding the 21s RNA gene, the HaeIII fragment carrying ori and the contiguous upstream
fragment were absent in strain B (Figs. 1 and 4); the
latter fragment (990 bp in size in strains A and K,
and 870 bp in strain C) contains the HhaI site
separating the fragments carrying on’3 and 4; a
comparison of restriction maps of the genomes of B
with those of the other three strains (Fig. 4) showed
that the deletion comprising ori was about 1900 bp
long.

fragments of different size and were characterized by
different hybridization intensities with different ori
probes, essentially because of the presence or absence of additional GC cluster /I and/or y and
because of the DNA stretches flanking ori sequences
in the probes.
A comparison of Hue111 restriction patterns
(Fig. 1) and of the hybridization patterns obtained
with different otiprobes (Figs. 1,2) indicated that the
20 genomes under study exhibited 14 dilferent
restriction patterns and only 11 different hybridization patterns (Fig. 3; Table I).
If one neglects minor size differences due to the
polymorphism of HaeIII restriction fragments of
yeast mitochondrial DNA (Bemardi et al., 1975;
Prune11 et al., 1977), Hue111 fragments carrying a
given ori sequence either were identical in size (for
ori and -3) or fell in a small number of size classes
(for the other ori sequences). In several of the latter
cases, it was possible, however, to show that size
differences were just due to the loss of HaeIII
restriction sites. This conclusion does not apply,
however, to the oril region (see sections c-e below).
Basically, the hybridization patterns obtained
indicated that the genomes investigated exhibited all
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(b) The location of ori sequences of strains B, C
and K

The on’ sequences of the three wild-type strains B,
C and K were localized on the corresponding
mitochondrial genomes: (i) by constructing HhaI,
HincII and EcoRI + SalI restriction maps of these
genomes (Fig. 4); (ii) by hybridizing different
probes, each containing one of the ori sequences of

strains A or B, on HhaI, HincII, and EcoRI + San
restriction fragments, respectively (not shown); and
(iii) by comparing the results obtained with previous
ones for strain A (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984). These
data showed that: (i) the ori sequences carried by the
genome of strain A had identical locations on the
genome maps of strains B, C and K (Fig. 4); and
(ii) ori was located upstream of the oxi gene in
strains B and C (see section f).
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(c) The primary

structure

of ori sequences

from

different yeast strains

As far as primary structure is concerned, a detailed
comparison was possible for four ori sequences as
determined by us in strain A or B, and by others in
other strains.
(i) oril is identical in strains A (Gaillard and
Bernardi, 1979; de Zamaroczy et al., 1981; 1984)
and J69-1B (Nagley, P., personal communication).
It should be noted, however, that these strains could
be traced to a common origin (Linnane, A.W. and
Nagley, P., personal communication). Indeed, strain
J69- 1B (a, adel, his) is a haploid derived from strain
569, the result of a cross between strain L4101 (a,
w-u, his; originally strain 41 of D. Wilkie) with strain
IL2200 (a, ade, lys2, trpl), itself derived from a spore
of strain D243. This spore, D243-12A, was the sister
spore of D243-2B (a, p7, adel, Zys2), the parent
(through a p7 + P reversion, which might be the
result of a suppressor mutation; Mounolou, 1967) of
strain D243-2B-Rl, namely strain A.
(ii) ori from strain K (Blanc and Dujon, 1980)+
differed from on’3 of strain A (Bernardi et al., 1980;
de Zamaroczy et al., 1979; 1981) in exhibiting a
C -+ T transition at position 297, just before cluster
C (see Fig. 5 in de Zamaroczy et al., 1984)
and three base changes in sequence r. This
is TAATACCTATATATCC
in strain A and
TA?TAC?TATATATC?
in strain K (asterisks indicate base changes; the terminal change leads to the
formation of a novel XbuI site). Interestingly, these
changes concerned three of the four bases in which
sequence I of ori from strain A differed from the r
sequences of oril, -2 and -5 from the same strain (see
Fig. 5 in de Zamaroczy et al., 1984). Therefore,
sequence r of on’3 from strain K showed only one
difference (C instead of T at position 15) relative to
oril, -2 and -5 of strain A; this difference was outside
the nonanucleotide shared by sequence r and other

transcription initiation sites (Baldacci and Bemardi,
1982; Christianson et al., 1983).
(iii) ori from strain K (Blanc and Dujon, 1980)+
also showed very few changes when compared to
ori from strain A: four deletions at positions 273,
275, 278 and 284, and a C + T transition at the first
base of cluster C (position 301). In view of the
extremely strict conservation of the length of sequence 1 and of the primary structure of the nonanucleotide of sequence lg (positions 266-274) and of
cluster C (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984), it is likely that
these changes are due to sequencing mistakes in
strain K.
(iv) ori from strain D273-10B (Nobrega and
Tzagoloff, 1980) showed a few base changes when
compared to ori from strain B (de Zamaroczy et al.,
1984). These changes are present in clusters A and
B and in AT stretches p (compare the sequences
given in de Zamaroczy et al., 198 1 and 1984), namely
in sequences which are highly invariable in different
ori sequences. Moreover, these changes alter a very
conserved secondary structure, the A-B hairpin
fold. Yet another change is a deletion in sequence r
not found in any other ori sequences. It is most likely
that the changes exhibited by ori of D273-10B are
the result of sequencing mistakes, a possibility
mentioned by Nobrega and Tzagoloff (1980).
(v) In the case of on7, a comparison of the
terminal part of this sequence, as determined by
Macino and Tzagoloff (1980) on a petite derived
from strain D273-lOB, and by us on a petite derived
from strain B (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984) revealed
no difference. Interestingly, the terminal 3-bp deletion in which cluster y of on7 differs from clusters y
of ori and 6 was found in both sequences.
(vi) In all other cases, the common sizes of Hue111
fragments carrying the ori sequences, and the similar
hybridization intensities obtained with different ori
probes, which are capable of detecting the presence
or absence of cluster /I and/or 7, point to a primary
structure conservation in ori sequences.
(d) The oril * sequence of strain B
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identical
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and Bernardi,
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(Bernardi
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of the on’ sequences

et al., 1980), namely

ori5.

of

The on’1 sequence of strain B was studied by
taking advantage of a spontaneous petite mutant,
b-l, (previously called b7/1; de Zamaroczy et al.,
1983), which carried oril in its mitochondrial genome
as based on the hybridization with an on’1 probe (the
genome of a- l/lR/Z 1, a petite derived from strain
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Hybridization of b-l DNA with HhaI, HincII, and
EcoRI + Safl digests from the parental wild-type
genome indicated that the petite genome indeed
derived from the on’1 region (not shown). @aI1
degradation released four fragments which had the

A). Initially, petite b-l was studied because its on’1
sequence lacked the iYph1site diagnostic of cluster C,
and yet its suppressivity was approx. 50 y0 instead of
approx. 5% as in other oriCe petites (Bernardi et al.,
1980; de Zamaroczy et al., 1981).
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same sizes as four HpaII fragments from the parental
wild-type genome, to which they hybridized; furthermore the AhaIII and the Hi& + AhaIII-generated
fragments also had the same sizes as fragments from
the wild-type genome (not shown). These results
indicate a sequence conservation between petite b- 1
and the on’1 region of strain B. Hue111 degradation
released, however, a single 1360-bp fragment which
was shorter than that, 1440-bp, carrying on’1 on the
parental wild-type genome (see Fig. 1). Restriction
mapping (Fig. 5) showed a proximity of the Hue111
site to one of the HpaII sites; this indicates that the
b-l repeat unit is shorter than the corresponding
Hue111 fragment of strain B by a SO-bp HpaII-Hue111
fragment and that the HueIII-HpuII site cluster just
mentioned had been involved in the excision of the
b- 1 genome, as is frequently the case (de Zamaroczy
et al., 1983).
The primary structure of the repeat unit of b-l
(Fig. 5) comprises three regions which are described
below.
(i) The first region (positions l-597) contains: (1)
an on” sequence (Goursot et al., 1982); this sequence
was involved, in all likelihood, in the excision of the
petite genome; its beginning and end were repeated
at positions 450-455 and 474-485; (2) two perfect
direct AT repeats, 37-bp long, immediately followed
by six repeated tetranucleotides TTTA; (3) three
19-bp direct AT repeats which overlap with two
other contiguous
direct 29-bp repeats, and
are followed by four repeated nonanucleotides,
TATGATTEZ.
(ii) The sequence between positions 598-814
contains a stretch (positions 598-656) identical to
the beginning of an ori sequence and comprising the
cluster A-cluster B region followed by the first 13
nucleotides of sequence I (see de Zamaroczy et al.,
1984); this 59-bp region lacks one Gin cluster A, has
three base changes in the region comprised between
clusters A and B (two of the changes are in the
terminal loop and in the side loop of the A-B fold,
respectively) and has one base change (leading to the
loss of the Mb011 site) in the conserved region
following cluster B ; this partial ori sequence, on’1 **,
is separated from that described below, on’1 *, by a
long A + T-rich stretch.
(iii) The third region (positions 815-1361) is
identical, between position 815 and 1090, to that
found in the genome of petite a-l/ lR/ 1 (derived from

wild-type strain A and containing on’1; see Gaillard
et al., 1980, for a detailed description of this sequence), except for a few base changes (indicated by
asterisks in Fig. 5) one TA addition between positions 842 and 843 and one TATATA deletion
between positions 846 and 847 in the region preceding cluster A. This 276-bp sequence comprises the
139 bp preceding cluster A, the cluster A - cluster B
region and the I sequence up to the site of insertion
of cluster /I in ori (or ori6); this 276-bp stretch is the
only one in the repeat unit of b-l which shares perfect
homology with the repeat unit of a-l/lR/l ; this
stretch includes a sequence identical to sequence la
of oril, (and therefore, to the urs site of the
mitochondrial DNA of Cundidu utilis; Tikhomirova
et al., 1983) and an ORF (positions 1019-990)
corresponding to that already reported for on’1 (de
Zamaroczy et al., 1984). The sequence between
positions 1091 and 1187 is rich in G + C and
comprises: (1) a 12-bp sequence (1091-1102) b,,
identical to the beginning of cluster p; (2) two
oligo (C): oligo (G) sequences (1104-l 116 and
1133-l 144), the latter comprising a partial cluster A;
(3) a complete cluster /I (1147-l 176) followed by a
12-bp sequence (1177-1188) which is complementary to 8,. This whole sequence (1147-l 188) &
(which is a perfect complementary palindrome;
Fig. 6), might be mainly responsible for the strong
hybridization of an ori probe on the Hue111fragment
carrying oril in strain B (Fig. 1). The ori sequence
comprised between positions 954 and 1188, which
remarkably lacks cluster C and sequence r, will be
called oril * henceforth.
The b-l repeat unit contains an asymmetric
distribution of A and T, leading to a high density of
T on the strand represented in Fig. 5, except for the
last 170 nucleotides, where oligo(A) stretches are
also found. The sequence comprised between positions 1210 and 1309 presents some complementary
inverted homology with the stretch between
positions 1001-1097; this finding is reminiscent of
the situation found in canonical ori sequences.
The b-l genome is strikingly rich in direct repeat
and complementary inverted repeats. The latter lead
to the possibility of forming a large number of
secondary structures (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Potential secondary structures in the repeat unit of the mitochondrial genome of petite b-l. The initial on” sequence is represented again at the end of the repeat unit. An alternative
secondary structure for the underlined stretch comprising clusters 8, and /J is also presented (bottom row, right). Numbers in the bottom lines indicate the number of nucleotides not
represented.
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(e) The oril*

sequence of strains C and K

In strain C, the sequence of oril seems to be very
similar to that just described for strain B, as judged
from the following results. The Hue111 fragment
carrying the on’1 sequence was identical in size to
that of strain B. As in the case of strain B, this
fragment showed a stronger hybridization intensity
with the ori probe compared to the fragment
carrying oril in strain A (Figs. 1 and 2). Finally,
strain C released the same HpaII, AhaIII and
HinfI-AhaIII fragments from its on’1 region as the
DNAs from strains B and b-l ; the b-l DNA
hybridized on these fragments, as expected, (not
shown). In all likelihood, the oril* sequence is
present not only in strain C, but also in most strains
of Fig. 2 (see Fig. 3).
Strain K has an on’1* sequence which is definitely
different from those of strains B and C. This
sequence, called oril*K, is present on a Hue111
fragment larger than in the other strains (2700 bp),
but which also hybridized the ori probe (Figs. 1 and
2). Hybridization of mitochondrial DNA from b-l
with HpaII digests of DNA from strain K shows
three bands corresponding to 520, 360 and 240 bp.
The 360-bp fragment corresponds in size and relative
hybridization intensity to the 360-bp fragment from
strain b-l, suggesting a conservation, in strain K, of
the region comprised between the two A-B clusters
of on’1** and of oril * of strain B. Recent sequencing
work has shown that ori*K is a canonical ori
sequence containing both /I and y clusters (Goyon,
1984) like ori and -6.
The localization and orientation of on’1* in strains
B, C and K were also studied by restriction mapping;
the results indicate that oril* has the same location
and orientation as on’1 of strain A.
(f) The ori

sequence of wild-type strains B and C

As already mentioned, a 3000-bp Hue111 fragment
from the mitochondrial genome of wild-type strain B
hybridizes ori probes, particularly those carrying ori
(Figs. 1 and 2) and ori6. This fragment, which
contains a iYhu1and a HincII site, has been localized,
by hybridization, on HhuI fragments 5 and 8, HincII
fragments 3 and 10, and EcoRI-SuZI fragment 2
(Fig. 4). Using restriction maps and sequence data of
the oxi region, (Bonitz et al., 1980), the 3000-bp

Hue111 fragment was shown to contain the first
1500 bp of the oxi gene, a sequence exhibiting no
homology with that of the repeat unit of a-3/1/B3 1,
the ori probe. This suggests that hybridization is due
to the presence of an on’ sequence in the 1500 bp
preceding the oxi gene. This ori sequence, ori8, was
shown to contain a y cluster (recent work from our
laboratory), like ori7.
Strain C carries a 1800-bp Hue111 fragment which
was shown to hybridize the 3000-bp Hue111 fragment
carrying on’8 in strain B. This fragment is most likely
to start 1500 bp upstream of the oxi gene (as in
strain B), to encompass the first two contiguous
exons (the first intron of oxi is absent in strain C;
Hensgens et al., 1983) and to end at the Hue111 site
located 162 bp after the beginning of the second
intron (sequence data from strain D273- 10B ; Bonitz
et al., 1980). Strain C contains, therefore, an on’8
sequence at the same location as strain B.

DISCUSSION

(a) Conservation of ori sequences in wild-type strains

Seven of the ori sequences, on’1 - ori7, appear to be
present in all strains tested. It should be noted,
however, that on’1 is present in most strains as a
rearranged sequence on’1 * (see section b, below);
and that ori is absent from one strain, B. An
eighth ori sequence, ori8, appears to be present in
most strains, but seems absent from strains A, K,
777-3A and M12.
The location on the mitochondrial genome of all ori
sequences, appears to be conserved in the four
strains studied in detail (A, B, K, C). The location of
ori sequences is very likely to be conserved in the
other strains as well, as judged from the fact that ori
sequences appear to be present in regions which are
very similar as far as Hue111 restriction sites are
concerned.
Another line of evidence pointing in the direction
of evolutionary conservation of at least some
features of ori sequences comes from suppressivity
data. These showed that petites harboring genomes
with short repeat units carrying ori2, 3, or 5 were
supersuppressive, regardless of the wild-type strains
(A, B or K) from which they derived. These results
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indicate that these ori sequences have equally good
replication efficiencies and are equally lacking cluster
y, whose insertion in the transcription initiation site
r is known to be accompanied by an inactivation of
the corresponding on’ sequence (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1982). Similar indications came from a study
of sets of 50-70 spontaneous independent petites as
derived from strains A, B, K and C. This indicated:
(i) that active ori sequences, ori2, 3 and 5, are likely
to be conserved in the four strains, since they appear
at comparable, high frequencies; (ii) that on’1 * as
present in strains B and C is conserved, as judged
from its low frequency; (iii) that inactive ori sequences, ori4,6,7, are also conserved, (at least as far
as the inactivation insertion of cluster y is concerned), as judged from the fact that they are not
found as the only ori sequences on petite genome;
this is also true of otil * K and ori8, which also
contain cluster y. Incidentally, the replicational
inactivity of oril* K clarifies the finding of only three
active ori sequences (ori2,3 and 5) in strain K (Blanc
and Dujon, 1982), instead of four (oril, 2, 3 and 5)
in strain A.
It should be mentioned here that our previous
isolation of petites carrying ori or ori as the only on’
sequences should be considered as exceptional: (i) a
petite cont~ning ori was found after extensive
screening of the diploid petite progeny derived from
a cross between strain B and petite a-3/1 (derived
from strain A and carrying both ori and ori4; de
Zamaroczy et al., 1981; 1984); (ii) a petite containing
ori was isolated alter extensive subcloning of a
haploid petite derived from strain B and carrying
ori2, 3 and 6; the suppressivity of the ori petite was
low, 18“/,, well within the range exhibited by on’”
petites (Goursot et al., 19X2), and due, in all likelihood, to the activity of surrogate ori sequences
located outside the ori region.
The conservation of on’ sequences just discussed
calls for two comments. The ftrst one is that this
conclusion applies to laboratory strains of yeast,
most of which have some recent genetic relatedness.
However, at least one of these strains, C, certainly
has a more remote relatedness. Indeed, this is strain
NCYC74S, a variant smooth colony strain of strain
NCYC74, itself derived from strain ATCC9080,
originally isolated as strain 4228 by Eakin (1943).
Preliminary results on strains collected in different
ecological niches all around the world indicate that

the ori sequences of these mitochondrial genomes
may show a greater degree of divergence.
The second comment is that conservation of ori
sequences in laboratory strains appears to concern
not only the active ori sequences (oril, 2, 3, 5), but
also those which are inactive. With two exceptions,
(ori from strain I3 and possibly ori from strains A,
K, 777-3A and M12), inactive sequences appear to
be maintained in the mitochondrial genomes of the
wild-type strains tested. Since excision of mitochondrial DNA segments carrying barely more than an ori
sequence is such a frequent event in yeast (de
Zamaroczy et al., 1981; 1983), one should conclude
that genome units having undergone the loss of either
active or inactive on‘ sequences are counter-selected.
In other words, a selective advantage appears to be
contributed not only by active, but also by replicationaily inactive ori sequences. The frst point
indicates that pairs of active ori sequences sharing
the same orientation (like oril and 3 or ori and 5 of
strain A) are useful for an efficient DNA replication.
The second one suggests that ori sequences also play
roles other than sites for the initiation of tr~scription
and replication. Such roles (e.g., anchoring of genome units to the mitochondrial membrane; DNA
unwinding) must involve complex secondary and
tertiary structures requi~g the preservation of essentially all the primary structure of ori sequences.
The same conclusion was drawn by the lack of a
higher degree of divergence for inactive vs. active ori
sequences as found on the same genome (de Zamaroczy et al., 1984).
(b) The rearranged oril * sequence
The second main finding of this work is that most
of the yeast strains tested appear to contain in their
mitochondrial genome, next to canonical active and
inactive ori sequences (namely sequences showing
the structural features of oril-7 of strain A) a
rearranged sequence like oril*. This raises two
questions concerning the initiation of DNA replication in petite genomes containing this sequence, and
its evolutions
origin, respectively.
Direct information on the site(s) used for the
initiation of DNA replication in petite b-l is not yet
available. At present, one can only speculate about
three possibilities: (i) oril* is the sequence responsible for the initiation; (ii) initiation of DNA replica-
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tion takes place outside oril*; (iii) both oril* structures and structures external to it participate in such
a role. The first possibility is unlikely in view of the
fact that otil* lacks both cluster C and sequence r,
two crucial structures in transcription and replication
(Baldacci and Bemardi, 1982; 1983; Baldacci et al.,
1984). The choice remains, therefore, open between
the other two possibilities. It should be recalled here
that a somewhat similar problem was already met
with ori” petites, namely petites endowed with
mitochondrial genomes carrying neither canonical
nor rearranged ori sequences. In such cases we
suggested that ori” sequences (like the one found at
the beginning of the b-l repeat unit) could act as
surrogate origins of replication, because their density
on the repeat unit correlated with the suppressivity
of the ori” petites (Goursot et al., 1982). A similar
explanation might be proposed here, the high suppressivity of b- 1 being apparently correlated with the
density of secondary structures corresponding to the
on” sequence, to the A-B cluster of oril **, to the
A, - B, /Ii and & clusters of on’1 *, and to AT
complementary inverted repeats. Clearly, however,
the problem can only be solved by a direct experimental approach.
As far as the evolutionary origin of both on’1 * and
on’1 is concerned, the following can be said. on’1 * is
a sequence common to a number of yeast strains,
possibly the majority of those explored here, including S. carlsbergensis, namely a strain which has no
recent genetic relatedness with the other ones. In
contrast, only three strains, A, J 69-1B (Bingham
and Nagley, 1983), and 777-3A, appear to carry a
canonical on’1 sequence and one, K, an oril sequence
containing both /I and y clusters (Goyon, 1984). At
present, one can speculate that on’1 * originated by
rearrangements involving an ancestral oril sequence.
This should not be identified with oril of strain A,
simply because oril * is found in a large number of
strains, and because at least some of them have been
unrelated to other ones for a very long time. In other
words, on’1 * should be seen as the result of ancient
rearrangement events, witnessed by the complex
differences relative to other ori sequences. In contrast, oril as found at present in strain A and in the
related strains, might be the result of an exchange
between the second half of the on’1 * sequence
(starting with the pi cluster) and that of another ori
sequence. The most likely candidate is ori& which

shares with on’1 sequence r’ ; if this interpretation is
correct the exchange has been accompanied by an
inversion in the orientation of the on2 segment, a
result expected from an exchange between two
genome units by unequal crossing-over. Finally, the
on’1 * K sequence is best seen as due to the insertion
of /3and y clusters in an on’1 sequence, as present in
strains A, 777-3A and J69-1B.
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